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ACTIVITY Spirit in the Room 
Haunted by technology, the loss of loved ones, capitalism, and humanity's relentless death 

march towards environmental destruction. Produced by Psychic TV's Jeff Berner, the album is an 

emotional séance held through an unearthly haze of menacing trip hop, ambient electronica, 

and synth-based noise rock. 
CD £12.99 

ART SCHOOL GIRLFRIEND Soft Landing 

second album Soft Landing via Fiction Records on August 4, 2023. The album is 

self-described 

as a series of “small euphorias”; it is an album that finds Mackey shifting her sound 

towards tactile electronics whilst retaining the floating melodies of her debut. 

CD £11.99  //  Blue LP £26.99  // 

Last Minute Addition Due in Next Week:  Blue LP + Welsh Language OBI Strip £26.99 

BLACK DOG PRODUCTIONS Bytes (Warp)  
2LP Reissue Re-cut by Beau Thomas for vinyl and presented as an exact 

reproduction of the original edition. £26.99 

THE BLACK DOG Spanners (Warp) 
In 2017 it was selected by Pitchfork as one of The 50 Best IDM Albums of All Time. The reissue will 

be the first time the album is available on vinyl since its original pressing in 1995. 
2LP £26.99 

BOBBY HARDEN & THE SOULFUL SAINTS Bridge of Love 
Featuring members of Charles Bradley, Dap-Kings, Antibalas. Recorded to 1” analog tape at 

Hive Mind Recording Studios. Bobby Harden & The Soulful Saints are proud to announce their 

debut album, “Bridge of Love.”  
CD  

BRUNO MARS, ANDERSON .PAAK, SILK SONIC An Evening With Silk Sonic 

(AtlanticRecords)  
140g LP includes 1 extra track Love’s Train  £27.99 

THE BUDOS BAND Frontier's Edge  
Whether this is your first rodeo with The Budos Band or you’ve been following them 

throughout their two-decade run, Frontier’s Edge contains their musical universe 

Afrobeat, Ethiopian music, proto-metal, any number of other streams in 

microcosm. 

CD £12.99 

CATE LE BON Rock Pool EP  
Re-issue of Cate Le Bon’s 2016 4 track EP recorded during the sessions for her Crab day album 

originally released on Drag City. Long out of print and currently copies selling on discogs for 

$60.00-$75 



Ltd. Yellow LP £15.99 

THE CLIENTELE Am Not There Anymore 
Regularly evokes what MacLean calls “the feeling of not being real.” Many of the songs were 

inspired by MacLean’s memories of the early summer in 1997, when his mother died, but also 

represent The Clientele pushing towards a new sonic frontier as a band, experimenting over the 

course of a three-year recording period. 
CD £12.99 // LP £34.99 

THE DELGADOS Hate (Chemikal Underground Records) 

CD £10.99 // Reissue Transparent curucao LP £23.99 

DOT ALLISON Consciousology (Sonic Cathedral) 
Dot Allison returns with a new solo album, Consciousology. After over a decade away, the 

former One Dove singer and songwriter broke cover in 2021 with Heart-Shaped Scars and this 

new album follows just two years later, as she hits a purple patch of songwriting. It’s also her first 

full release for Sonic Cathedral after contributing to Mark Peters’ acclaimed Red Sunset Dreams 

last year. 
CD ££12.99 // Dinked LP (out last week) £25.99  

DUKE PEARSON The Right Touch (Blue Note Tone Poet) 

180g LP £37.99 

GIRL RAY Prestige (MOSHI MOSHI) 

CD £10.99 // Mimosa Yellow LP £21.99 

GO BY OCEAN Can I Communicate With the Unknown?  
CD £11.99 

GODFLESH Purge  
First new recordings from Godflesh since 2017's critically acclaimed full length Post Self. Purge 

musically, amongst the many layers of dirt, revisits and updates the concepts explored on the 

Pure album from 1992. 90's hip hop grooves mangled and put through the Godflesh filter to 

create something that is still unique and futuristic in style. 8 songs, delivered in a concise fashion 

for fellow outsiders. 
CD £11.99 //  LP  £23.99  

GOGO PENGUIN V2.0  
Reissue Indies Exclusive Transparent Light Green 2LP £28.99 

HALF JAPANESE Jump Into Love (Fire)  
CD £11.99  //  Ltd. White LP £20.99   

HOLY WAVE Five Of Cups  
CD £12.99 

JESSY LANZA Love Hallucination (Hyperdub)  
CD £12.99 // LP £19.99 

JOHN CALE Words For The Dying (All Saints Records) 

First time vinyl repress of this John Cale album,originally released on the Opal label 

in 1989,produced by Brian Eno. 

Reissue Clear LP + MP3 £21.99 

LEE MORGAN Infinity (Blue Note Tone Poet) 

180g LP £37.99 

LONDON ODENSE ENSEMBLE Live At Jaiyede Jazz Festival (El Paraiso) 
Recorded at the 2021 edition of Denmark's Jaiyede Jazz Festival, the energy is cranked up 

another notch or two. Comprised almost entirely of exclusive material not found on the two 

studio records these three sonic excursions dive head-on into the fiery side of the group’s 

sound. 



LP £21.99 

MAMMOTH WVH Mammoth II  
The son of actress Valerie Bertinelli and guitarist Eddie Van Halen, he performed 

alongside his father as the bassist for the rock band Van Halen from 2006 to 2020 

CD £10.99 // RSD Stores Exclusive 140g Yellow LP £23.99 

MIKE COOPER Life and Death in Paradise + Milan Live Acoustic 2018 

(Paradise of Bachelors) 
Mike Cooper wrote his final songwriter record, a suite of gloaming glam-rock anthems 

performed with a spiritual jazz trio, while living on the Costa Tropical of Granada, Spain, an era 

when he was considering retiring from music altogether. A chance encounter and a last-ditch 

record deal convinced him to make one last album, which he recorded in 1974 at Pathway 

Studios in London, with “The Greatest Rock and Roll Band in the World,” featuring the inventive 

South African jazz rhythm section of Louis Moholo and Harry Miller with UK saxophonist Mike 

Osborne. 
£16.99 

MILES KANE One Man Band 

Miles returns to his guitar hero best on One Man Band as he focuses on big hooks 

and even bigger anthems. Sharp, infectious, urgent and packed to the brim with 

singalong moments, it’s Miles on the top of his game 

CD £10.99  // Transparent Clear LP £24.99 

NIGHT BEATS Rajan   
Ltd Green LP £21.99  

NITA STRAUSS The Call; Of The Void  
Ltd. Blue Splatter LP £35.99  

RAIN PARADE Last Rays of a Dying Sun  
Original band members Matt Piucci and Steven Roback release Rain Parade’s 

third studio album, ‘Last Rays of a Dying Sun’. Featuring special guest musicians, 

including Debbie and Vicki Peterson of The Bangles. 

CD £10.99 // Transparent blue LP £24.99 

RIDE Carnival of Light (Wichita Recordings) 

CD £10.99  //  Reissue Transparent Green 2LP £25.99 

RIDE Tarantula (Wichita Recordings) 

* Please note, the LP was menat to be ORANGE but is now BLACK and this is how it 

is now.  

CD In 3 Bonus Tracks £10.99 // LP + MP3 Inc 3 bonus Tracks (on the MP3) £22.99 

RUTS  DC  Counterculture  
CD £13.99  

SNOW PATROL Final Straw (20th Anniversary Edition) 

Gold 2LP £34.99 

THE STROKES Angles  
Fourth studio album, described by bassist Nikolai Fraiture as 'a return to basics', and 

includes the single 'Under Cover of Darkness'. 

Purple LP £24.99 

THE STROKES Comedown Machine  
Fifth studio album featuring the single 'All the Time', the album entered the UK 

Albums Chart at #10 and received critical acclaim from various reviewers. 

Yellow & Red Marble LP £24.99 



SUSANNA Baudelaire & Orchestra (Susanna Sonata) 

CD £12.99 

TYMON DOGG Battle Of Wills  
The original Y Records album with 13 bonus tracks, including rare and unreleased 

studio material and liner notes from Folk Roots editor Ian A Anderson. 

CD £12.99 

VONA VELLA Vona Vella  
Leicestershire’s answer to Jane Birkin and Serge Gainsbourg, Vona Vella (Izzy Davis 

and Dan Cunningham) release their eponymously titled debut album. 

CD £11.99 

WILCO Cruel Country 

Finally! A vinyl release for this album!  

2LP £24.99 

 

STILL IN TRANSIT // EN ROUTE:  

Get in touch to be the first to know when these 

arrive! 

  

CO-PILOT Rotate Violet  
LP £19.99  

DANIEL JOHNSTON Rejected Unknown 
2001 album and the first time the record has been pressed to vinyl in over 20 years. "The main 

themes on Rejected Unknown are the themes Johnston has explored throughout much of his 

career: hopeless longing, unrequited love, and as might be gathered from the album's title, fear 

of rejection. This fear probably took on very real terms for Johnston as he was finally dropped 

from Atlantic Records after being held for years in contractual limbo. Rejected Unknown is 

unmistakably 
Re-issue 2LP £24.99 

DEVIN TOWNSEND Devolution Series #3 - Empath Live In America 

(InsideOutMusic)  
a document of the tour that was cut short in early 2020. As Devin explains: “this tour marked a 

‘free form’ version of the material. There was no backing tracks, click tracks, or even a setlist, so 

every night was unique and different. The audience yelled out requests and we just rolled with it. 

The material was therefore interpreted in unique ways and the experience was a very special 

‘fly by the seat of our pants’ musical night.” 
Ltd CD Digipack £12.99 

DINNER PARTYEnigmatic Society 

Black / White Splatter LP £23.99 

THE FALL Code: Selfish 

Reissue LP £25.99 

THE FALL Extricate  
Reissue LP £25.99 

THE FALL Shift-Work 

Reissue LP £25.99 



FUN BOY THREE The Complete Fun Boy Three (Chrysalis Records) 
Includes 69 audio tracks which brings together all 

the offcial recordings (albums/ singles/ b- sides/ remixes/ live and previously 

unreleased outtakes). The 27 track DVD includes all their promo videos, Top of 

The Pops performances and a live concert from 1983. packaged in a DVD Sized hardback 

book, with newly written sleeves notes by John Earls (Classic Pop/Record Collector) with 

contributions from the band and photographs. 
5CD + 1 DVD (Region 0 /NTSC code) Book Set  £37.99 

FUN BOY THREE The Fun Boy Three (Chrysalis Records)  
Remastered LP £23.99 

FUN BOY THREE Waiting (Chrysalis Records)  
Remastered LP £23.99 

THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN Sunset 666 (Live at Hollywood Palladium) 

(Cooking Vinyl Limited)  
Recorded in 2018 during a run of six shows at LA’s Hollywood Palladium supporting Nine Inch 

Nails. The seventeen tracks captured on the Sunset 666 double album were recorded from the 

desk on two of those nights. Sides A, B and C are from the final show, December 15. Those 

twelve songs were the full set that night, in sequence. Feat. Isobel Campbell on 2 x tracks! 
CD £11.99 // Ltd. Red 180g 2LP £28.99 

MILES DAVIS Cookin'  
Besides Miles on trumpet, it featured  John Coltrane on tenor sax, Red Garland on 

piano, Paul Chambers on bass, and Art Taylor on drums. Cookin' (Prestige 7094) 

was the first in a series of four albums (its followers were Steamin', Workin' and 

Relaxin') taped during two 

massively productive recording sessions during May and October of 1956." 

Reissue LP £16.99 

MOPHING PEOPLE MPPP (Topsy Turvy Records / Code7)  
A Japanese alternative rock band formed in 2021 by Makoto Miyoshi and Litsuko 

(ex-SHONEN KNIFE) This is the first full album of their musical pieces containing 

tunes from various cassette and digital tracks. 

CD £12.99 

PEATBOG FAERIES I See A World  
Combining traditional tunes with everything from Drum and Bass to Malian guitar, 

the band create a sound that's uniquely their own. Their new album, 'I See a 

World', takes the band further on their musical journey, integrating the creative 

input of 3 new members, all with fresh ideas and contemporary influences 
CD £12.99 

ROBERT JON & THE WRECK Ride Into The Light (Journeyman Records) 

Southern California rockers Robert Jon & The Wreck are back with a brand-new 
studio album. They teamed up with iconic producers Don Was, Dave Cobb and Kevin Shirley to 

craft tracks for the album. Joe Bonamassa and Josh Smith also produced two tracks. On Into 

The Light, their hard-hitting, pure rock & roll is delivered in spades. 
CD £11.99 

THE SHERLOCKS People Like Me and You (Teddyboy Records) 

CD £10.99 

SKINDRED Smile (Earache) 

CD £8.99  //   LP £24.99 

STEVE JOLLIFFE Tattoo - The Unreleased Music from the 1975 John 



Samson Documentary (Trunk) 

10" 

TERRI LYNE CARRINGTON TLC & Friends (1981 reissue)  
At the age of 5, she sat in with Rahsaan Roland Kirk, the very frst musician to let 

her stand on stage. By age 10, she was playing at the prestigious Wichita Jazz 

Festival in Kansas with Clark Terry and his All-Stars consisting of Eddie ""Lockjaw"" 

Davis, Al Cohen, Garnet Brown, George Ouvivier, Jimmy Rowles, and Louis 

Bellson. It was also there that she frst met Buddy Rich, who later featured her on 

his national television show,Around the time of this recording she was awarded a 

full scholarship to Berklee College of Music in Boston after the founders of the 

school, Lawrence and Alma Berk, heard her sit in with the great Oscar Peterson, 

who had featured her at the suggestion of Ella Fitzgerald." An early snapshot of an extraordinary 

musician at a young age, TLC & Friends was recorded in October 1981 when Terri Lyne 

Carrington was only 16 years old. 

CD £12.99 

VARIOUS ARTISTS Playing for the Man at the Door: Field Recordings from 

the Collection of Mack McCormick, 1958-1971 (Smithsonian Folkways) 
In the 1950s and 60s, the blues was the dominant form of Black vernacular music throughout 

Texas and the surrounding areas. In segregated neighborhoods, community members gathered 

in saloons, dancehalls, and each other's homes to hear their neighbors sing their stories of 

sorrow, heartbreak, jubilation, and triumph. Robert "Mack" McCormick, an academically 

untrained but fanatical devotee of the blues, stepped into this world and became one of its 

most devout advocates and documentarians. It features never-before-heard performances not 

only from musicians who became icons in their own right including Lightnin' Hopkins and Mance 

Lipscomb, but also, crucially, performers whose names may be unfamiliar to even the most 

devoted blues fans and scholars. Newly mastered recordings and accompanying photographs 

bring to life many of these forgotten figures: offering insight into their lives and illuminating in 

new, enlightening ways their joys and anguish, deep social connections, distinctive voices, and 

cultural networks. The collection spans gospels, ragtime, country blues dirges, the unclassifiable 

music of George Bongo Joe Coleman, and more, showing that no community, no matter how 

tight knit, is monolithic. 
3CD Box Set in Custom 12" Box w/ 128 pg Book £69.99 * Sold out on pre-sale but 

get yourself down for the re-stock ASAP by getting in touch with us!  
  

PLEASE NOTE: Lots of release dates can move at little to no 

notice these days!  Lots of release dates can move at little to no notice these 

days. 

Keep a regular eye on our forthcoming releases page and if you can’t see what 

you’re after, drop a line or pop in and see us. 

We can reserve most pre-orders with no deposit (as long as you plan to collect as 

soon as release date hits OR we can hold as long as needed if payment is made) 

so send us an email ASAP to make your reservations. 

info@spillersrecords.com  /  029 20 224905 

http://spillersrecords.uk/forthcoming-releases/
mailto:info@spillersrecords.com

